
Term 5 - Week 1
Addition and fractions

This PowerPoint has a few lessons designed to 
help you with some of the tricky lessons for 
the next few weeks. You don't HAVE to do 

these lessons, they are optional but here to 
help!



Lesson 1 
Add 3-digit and 1-digit numbers mentally, using number facts

Warm up activity :

Ask your parent or carer to give you 6 subtractions.

They must be a 2 digit number take away a 1 digit number. E.g.

34-7 = 

Tell your parent or carer which facts you used to answer these 
questions mentally. Did you use number bonds? Rounding? Did you 
break the number down further for example, 34 – 4 – 3=?



Main lesson – adding 1 digit numbers to 3 digit numbers

• We will start by playing a game first! You will need parents, carers or 
even siblings!

• You will need some paper, pens/pencils and access to a timer.

• Let’s start off by making it fun. Give yourself a funny team name and 
write each persons name in a table:

Mrs Day 
would be 

Turtle team!



• You will be adding 4 to a series of 3 digit numbers. 

• You have to try to do these mentally. 

• You will have a minute to do as many as you can.

• You will be get a point for each question you answer correctly.

(Any parents/ carers playing get one extra point for playing! Hehe)

Before we start let’s have some thinking time…

• Which place value will this change? 
Hundreds, tens or ones?

• Which strategies could you use? Number 
bonds to the next ten? Number facts 
(4+3=7)?

e.g
204 + 9 = 
204 + 6 + 3 = 213
204 + 10 – 1 = 
213.



Remember: you’ve not been in school a little while now, so don’t worry if you don’t 
get the chance to answer them all in the time. You can come back to them later. 
Pssst grown ups may give you more time if they are nice…

Are you ready? Get set… GO!

1. 504 + 4 = 

2. 342 + 4 =  

3. 871 + 4 =

4. 613 + 4 = 

5. 985 + 4 =

6. 348 + 4 =

7. 627 + 4 = 

8. 426 + 4 = 

Answers on the next slide!



Answers

1. 504 + 4 = 508

2. 342 + 4 = 346

3. 871 + 4 = 875

4. 613 + 4 = 617

5. 985 + 4 = 989

6. 348 + 4 = 352

7. 627 + 4 = 631

8. 426 + 4 = 430

Which questions did you find tricky?
Can you explain why? 

Which strategies did you use?

Did you notice anything change with 
the place value?

Parents/carers could give you an extra 
point if you try answer with detail!

If you can, play the game again with the same 
questions. This time however +9 to each question and 
discuss what you notice.
You could even create your own questions (3 digit and 
1 digit) and test your family later!



Your turn

It’s time now to let the 
parents/carers get back to work 
and you to work on your own.

Try to answer as many as you 
can mentally and try not to 
count up in 1s. 



If you find this too tricky, try to 
answer these questions on your 
own:

1. 371 + 5 = 

2. 263 + 5 = 

3. 652 + 5 = 

4. 174 + 5 = 

5. 873 + 5 = 

Now go back and try to answer 
the first few questions in the 
main activity.

Challenge: Adding patterns

Find a dice (you can even find 
simple ones online if you don’t 
have one at home) 

Roll it three times to make a 3-
digit number. 

Then add 9 to the number, then 
add 8 then 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1.

Repeat with different 3-digit 
numbers. 

What do you notice? 



Ending the lesson
Remember maths is all around you 
at home, so enjoy this time to 
investigate it! 

Baking includes measuring and 
weighing. You might have to divide 
them in tins or share them out, 
create you own fraction questions 
– how many cupcakes will I have if 
I have 1/2 ?

If you would like a problem of the 
day though try answering this:



Lesson 2
Compare and order fractions

You will only need paper and pen/pencils today!

Warm up activity :



Answers:



Main lesson – ordering fractions

Before we start ordering fractions lets recap what fractions are and 
some really important vocabulary!

So, what is a fraction?

A fraction tells us how many equal parts of a whole we have.

There are a few tricky mathematical words to read today, so you 
may want to ask for a little bit of help.



Vocabulary to understand

Numerator – the top number of a fraction which tells you how many equal parts of 
the whole which you have.

Denominator – the bottom number of the fractions tells you how many equals parts 
you have in total

Ascending – ordering from smallest to largest

Descending – ordering from largest to smallest (think descend down)

Numerator

Denominator



Little things to remember about fractions...

The numerator does not always have to 1 for example you can have 3 or 5
4 7

Fractions that do have their numerator as 1 are called unit fractions. 1
2

Fractions that have ANY number other than 1 are called non-unit fractions. 3
4

There are also fractions called mixed fractions.

These are fractions when there is a whole number and a fraction together – 2 2

3
For example Mrs Day ate 2 whole pizzas and 2 out of the 3 slices of another one. -
She didn't really!

There is a lot to remember 
here. Maybe you could 
design a fun poster to hang 
in Barbastelle class to help 
us remember all these 
words!



Ordering fractions

This number line is counting up in halves (½).
Can you spot the mixed fractions?
Do you also spot that the denominator is the same so far, but the fractions are getting bigger?



This number line is going up in quarters (¼). It is in ascending order.
What fraction is the same as 2/4? Remember we call this equivalent fractions.

Move the shape for the answers underneath.

½ or even 5/10, 4/8, 3/6



Look at these fractions and let's put them in order from smallest to largest (ascending 
order).

First of all what do we notice about the denominators? They are all the same.

Next, we look at the numerators to help us to order. They are the important ones today!

I have put some pictures underneath each fraction to help you.

1
4

3
4

2
4

Answers on the next page!



Answers

1
4

3
4

2
4

Sometimes we use our 
greater than/ less than 
symbols (crocodile 
mouths) to show how to 
order numbers. Remember 
the crocodile always likes 
to eat the biggest number!

< <

3/4 is greater than 2/4 which is the same as (equivalent to) 1/2.
So 3/4 > 1/2.



Put these fractions in ascending order (smallest to largest).

2
5

1
5

3
5

Remember, the 
denominator stays 
the same so you 
only need to focus 
on the numerator.



Answers

2
5

1
5

3
5

You have been 
ordering fractions 
with the same 
denominator!
Well done!

< <

On the next page we are going to try to order fractions that won't all have the 
same denominator. We have to remember our equivalent fractions!



We are now going to order 1 5 1 The denominators are different!
2 6 and 6

Remember our equivalent fractions, 1 could be written as a number of sixths.
2

☐= 1 What could the numerator be? Well, what is half of 6? It is 3!
6 2

3= 1 Now we can order the sixths because the denominators are the same.
6 2

1 < 3 < 5
6 6 6

Please don't panic if you found this confusing. It's a little tricky to teach 
this without seeing you in person. We will go over this again when we 
are all back in school!



Your go!

The next 3 pages will have some questions for you to answer on your own. They 
will be labelled mild, spicy and hot.

Mild – if you found all this a bit confusing but still want to try

Spicy – ordering fractions with the same denominators

Hot – ordering fractions with some different denominators

You choose which actvitity to do, what you feel comfortable with. Rememeber 
this work is all optional. You don't have to do it.



Mild

Remember to read the 
question carefully.

You can stretch the 
picture to make it bigger.



Spicy

Remember to read the 
question carefully.

You can stretch the 
picture to make it bigger.



Hot

Remember to read the 
question carefully.

You can stretch the 
picture to make it bigger.



Ending the lesson

Remember maths is all around 
you at home, so enjoy this time 
to investigate it!

If you would like a problem of 
the day though, try answering 
this:



Lesson 3
Adding and subtracting fractions

You will only need paper and pen/pencils today!

Warm up activity :

Can you write the number 1 as a fraction?

How many halves make a whole? Two, so two-halves (2/2) equals one. 2 = 1 whole

2

Two out of two is all of it, the whole thing.

How many quarters total one? 

How many quarters make a whole one? 4 = 1

4

Give yourself a minute.
How many fractions can you 
write that are the same as 1 
whole?



Recap 

Let's think back to yesterday..
What is a fraction?

A fraction tells us how many equal parts of a whole we have.

We can order fractions with the same denominator (bottom number).

Remember, if the bottom numbers are all the same, you can compare 
fractions by ordering the top numbers (the numerators).

The denominator is how many parts there are and the numerator shows how 
many of those parts.



These are cakes cut into halves, 
thirds, quarters, fifths, sixths.

The cakes are the same size, 
they are all a whole cake, a 
whole 1.

That whole 1 can be cut into 
different numbers of slices, the 
more slices, the smaller the 
pieces.

This means, the bigger the 
bottom number, the smaller a 
part of a whole it represents.

Halves Thirds Quarters

Fifths Sixths



Can you see that 
I get a smaller 
piece of cake 
when I split into 
6 equal slices 
rather than when 
I split it in 3 equal 
sizes?

1
5

1
2

1
3 1

4

1
6



We can also easily add and subtract fractions with the same denominator.
Fractions with the same denominator act like any other number!
This is because they are split into the same number of parts, so sixths (six parts), quarters (four parts) 
etc.
So when we add or subtract fractions with the same denominator we only need to focus on the 
numerators! Just like we did when we were ordering them!

Let's try to answer this number sentece:

4 + 1 = 5 or
5 5 5

1

=

Did you notice the 
denominators stayed the 
same?

The numerators are the 
only part that changed!
4 + 1 = 5



Let's try a a subtraction number sentence now!

7 - 2 = 5
8 8 8

- =



Your turn.

Try to answer as many 
questions as you can. 
You can draw your own 
pictures to help you if 
you would like!

The answers are on the 
next page.

After that is another 
optional page of 
questions all on the 
fractions of these last 
two lessons. Again you 
don't have to do it if you 
do not want to.



Answers



Fractions extension work



Ending the lesson

Remember maths is all around 
you at home, so enjoy this time 
to investigate it!

If you would like a problem of 
the day though, try answering 
this:


